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Given a finite group G, we use formation theory to introduce a common generalization of the 
results in [3-61 and give a description of the structure of Q,(G), where f denotes a formation 
function and @f(G) the f-Frattini subgroup of G. 
Various generalizations of the Frattini subgroup D(G) of a finite group G, 
defined as intersections over certain classes of maximal subgroups, have been 
studied by several authors [3-61. The purpose of this note is to use formation theory 
to introduce a common generalization of these constructions, the f_Frattini sub- 
group Qf(G) of G, where f denotes a formation function, and to give a (partial) 
description of the structure of af(G). This description, although not to difficult to 
prove, not only has many of the results in [3-61 as immediate corollaries, but does, 
in fact, substantially improve on these results; and, of course, it can be used to 
obtain new results. 
Our references for general group-theoretic terminology and notation are the 
books by Aschbacher [l] and Huppert [7]; WI.7 of the latter provides basic infor- 
mation about formation theory. Notation not explained in [l, 71 is as follows: 
- IP denotes the set of prime numbers; if 71 c P, then rc’= P \ n; 
- 8, Q,, &, 42 and 9 denote the classes of, respectively, all finite, rr-, abelian, 
nilpotent, supersoluble, and soluble groups; 
- H< G means that H is a maximal subgroup of G. 
All groups in this paper will be finite. 
Consider a formation function f; so f associates to each p E P a (possibly empty) 
formation f(p). A chief factor X/Y of a group G is called f-central if 
G/C&X/Y) E f(p) for all p E 7$X/Y), 
and is called f-eccentric otherwise. If H< G, then H is called f-normal if it supple- 
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ments anf-central chief factor X/Y of G (in the sense that G = HX and Y< H); else 
it is f-abnormal. Since any chief factor X/Y of G supplemented by a maximal 
subgroup H of G is G-isomorphic to a minimal normal subgroup of G/Core,(H), 
and as all of these are isomorphic (though not necessarily G-isomorphic) and have 
isomorphic groups of automorphisms induced on them by G (cf. [2, §2]), it is clear 
that this definition does not depend on which chief factor of G is taken as supple- 
mented by H. 
Definition. The f-Frattini subgroup Qf(G) of a group G is defined by 
Qf(G) = n {H< G [H f-abnormal}. 
Straightforward from this definition is the following simple 
Lemma. (a) @JG) is the unique largest normal subgroup L of G with the property 
that every chief factor X/Y of G below L (i.e., with XIL) is Frattini (that is, 
X/Y5 @(G/Y)) or f-central. 
(b) For any N9 G, 
@-(G)N/Ns @-(G/N); 
if, in addition, N< Qf(G), then Qf(G/N) = Qf(G)/N. 
(c) G = (Pf(G) if and only if GE LF(f). 
(Recall that the local formation defined by the formation function f is the class 
LF(f) of all groups all of whose chief factors are f-central.) 
Theorem. Suppose that the formation function f satisfies S, f (p) =f (p) (that is, 
f(p) is closed under the taking normal of subgroups) for all p E P, and that the set 
defined by TL = (p E P 1 f(p) # 0) is non-empty. Then 
(1) O,(@f(G)) E LF(f ), and 
(2) @-(G/O,(@Q(G))) = @(G/0,(@-(G))) 5 O,P(G/O,(@~(G))). 
Proof. Consider the normal subgroup T of G defined by 
T= O,(Qf(G)). 
By definition of II, all f-central chief factors of a group are n-groups; so all chief 
factors of G between T and Qr(G) must be Frattini factors. Therefore, @,-(G)/Ts 
@(G/T). It remains to show that TELF(~): then all claims in the theorem follow 
immediately, for LF(f) c &, and (as a consequence of part (a) of the above lemma) 
@(G/G,(@JG))) 5 @~(G/G,(@~(G))). 
We argue by induction on 1 G / . Let A4 be a minimal normal subgroup of G con- 
tained in T. By part (b) of the above lemma, @JG)/M= Qf(G/M). The inductive 
hypothesis yields that 
T/ME LF(f). 
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Case 1. M is f-central in G. Here from our assumption that &f(p) =f(p) for all 
p E P we get that all chief factors of T below A4 are f-central (see the proof of 
[8, I .5], for this argument). Since T/ME LF(f), this means that TE LF(f). 
Case 2. M<@(G). By [9, 5.31, the LF(f)-projectors of T form a non-empty 
characteristic conjugacy class of subgroups of T: note that T is a group with nil- 
potent, and thus soluble, normal subgroup A4 such that T/ME LF(f). Hence the 
Frattini argument applies to any LF(f)-projector F of T, yielding that 
G = N,(F)T= N&F)FM= N,(F)M= N,(F): 
here T= FM follows from T/ME LF(f) and the defining property of projectors. 
If MIF, then T=FeLF(f). So assume now that M$F. Since M is minimal 
normal in G and F4 G, this requires that T= FM= Fx M. As T has no non-trivial 
n/-quotient, M must be a n-group, and hence, being a Frattini minimal normal 
subgroup of G, an elementary abelian p-group for some p~rc. It follows that 
ME LF(f). Thus the direct product T of the LF(f)-groups F and M is contained 
in the formation LF(f). 0 
Examples. Let TI c P. In [5], the following definitions were made: 
L(G)=n{HaGIlG:Hl composite}, 
@,(G)=n{H<GG/IG:Hl.=l}, 
S,(G)=n{H~GllG:HI.=l, IG:Hl composite}. 
Consider the formation functions X, y, z defined by 








X(P), P E 71’. 
It is well known (and easy to check) that 
LF(x) = 021, LI-W = 8,) LF(z) = W, %, 
where &, OEd is the class of all extensions of rc-groups by supersoluble groups. From 
the characterizations of Q,(G), Q,(G), @JG) in part (a) of our lemma together 
with the obvious analogous characterizations of L(G), D,(G), S,(G) it is readily 
deduced that 
Q,(G) =L(G) for all GE 6, 
Q,(G) = Q,(G) whenever Q,(G) is n-separable or rr = {p}, 
@,(G)=&(G) for all G such that S,(G) is n-separable. 
(Indeed, we have that Q,(G) 5 Qn(G) and Q,(G) I S,(G) for all G E 8: observe that 
Frattini chief factors as well as y- and z-central chief factors are always rr’-soluble.) 
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Thus our theorem gives that 
L(G)E %?,! (a result due to Bhatia [3]), 
and that QP,(G) = @(G mod 0,(@,(G))) for all G such that Q,(G) is n-separable. 
Since obviously O,(G) I Q,(G), we infer that 
@JG) = @(G mod O,(G)); 
in particular, if G (or just O,(G)) is actually rr-soluble, then so is Q,(G) (this is a 
common generalization of Theorems 13 and 14 from [.5]). Furthermore, 
S,(G) E &n 021 whenever S,(G) is n-separable; 
in particular, if G is rr-soluble, then (as “%Ic 9’) S,(G) is soluble (this improves on 
Theorem 5 from [5], while Theorems 7 and 10 from [5] are trivial consequences of 
S,(G) E E, @ whenever S,(G) is n-separable). 
Similar observations apply to the theorems in [6]. 
To conclude, we mention that A, is a common counter-example to Theorem 1.4 
and Theorem 1.8 of [3] (with respect to the prime p=2). One can, however, prove 
these theorems under the additional assumption that the prime p in the statement 
of those results is the largest prime dividing /Gl. 
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